Kyles New Stepbrother: The Whole Story

DO IT! TAKE ALL OF NICK AND
KYLE TOGETHER! Seven HOT stories!
Follow the two stepbrothers from their first
hot summer night to a cabaret in Berlin
KYLES NEW STEPBROTHER Kyles
never met his new stepbrother. Nicks been
working in the oil fields of North Dakota,
ignoring his dads new family. But when
Kyle comes home from college for the
summer, he finds out Nick is back, too. He
sees Nick on the street, on his Ducati...they
lock eyes... Then Kyle sneaks over to
Nicks house...and gets caught looking in
the window. Now Nicks gonna give him
what he came for!
KYLES NEW
STEPBROTHER II:
LONG HOT
SUMMER Kyles finally met his new
stepbrother Nick. Working the oil fields of
North Dakota has made Nick fit, well off
and horny as hell. And when their small
town has a record heat wave, you can smell
the sex in the air. The two young mens
attraction was intense and immediate Soon
Kyle will be going back to school, and
Nick will be movin on. With a clock on
their passion, they reach for every moment
of pleasure and brotherhood. A fast ride on
the back of a fast bike, a game of Frisbee
on a hot summer night, a skinny dip in the
river, a walk along the river bank to a
secret place in the bushes Sometimes a
long hot summer is all too short KYLES
NEW
STEPBROTHER
III:
INDEPENDENCE DAY FIREWORKS
Nick and Kyles long hot summer is flying
by, and these are the golden days and
nights that memories are made of... There
are still so many secrets to share, so many
bridges to cross, so many adventures to
experience...but time is running out. Can it
already be the Fourth of July? A sense of
urgency drives the two young men now,
the need to pack in all the living they can
before its too late. The fireworks in the sky
that night will be nothing compared to the
show they put on for the world... KYLES
NEW STEPBROTHER IV:
SWEET
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SUMMER GONE EVERY SUMMER
MUST END...and the conclusion to Nick
and Kyles summer is here at last. The song
drifts out of the radio, saying it for them:
My Sweet Summer is Gone... Its time for
the two young men to go their separate
ways...Nick to Europe and Kyle back to
college. But there are still a few precious
moments to be stolen...a box of toys that
hasnt been fully explored...a softball game
where the two young men will play on
opposite sides, and test each others wills
and strengtha new friend who alters their
relationshipand one last precious night
under the family roof... KYLES NEW
STEPBROTHER
V:
WINTER
WONDERLAND Its been a long fall
semester for Kyle. Skyping with his
stepbrother as Nick tours Europe on the
cheap can ease only so much of the longing
and tension hes built up But now winter
break is finally here, and hes off to meet
Nick in Switzerland. Reunited at last, the
two stepbrothers will make the most of
every minute, causing mischief in bars,
playing daring games on a one-minute
funicular ride, racing each other down the
ski slopes of Zermatt But when a blizzard
traps them on the mountain, how will they
manage to survive? What secrets will they
reveal to each other in the shadow of
danger? KYLES NEW STEPBROTHER
VI: AWESOME AMSTERDAM Theyre
back! After a close call on the ski slopes of
Switzerland, the boys are off to Amsterdam
But their desire for thrills and danger hasnt
faded. A boat stopped under a bridge, a
furtive encounter in a shared hostel room,
and a role playing adventure in the citys
famous Red Light District As the two
stepbrothers get ever closer emotionally,
their games get riskier and more exciting!
KYLES NEW STEPBROTHER VII:
BOUND FOR BERLIN THE STORY
CONCLUDES! Nick and Kyles European
journey has taken them to Berlin, where
Kyle discovers that Nick has put down
deeper roots than he ever had back in the
States. The stepbrothers embark on a
journey through the Berlin underworld,
from the Berghain dance palace and its
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underground sex club, to a most exotic
cabaret. Will Nick and Kyle part againor
are both men home at la
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